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Rose Davidovics (b. Hungary 1/171928) DVD 1: Mother's nee Stern, 2 daughters/2 sons, father 
(baker) observant home; public school; first Anti-Semitism, teacher beat students, called Jewish 
students names; forces in street clothing who "beat you up", food rations, threatening 
Hungarian soldiers carrying bayonets, restrictions, forced to wear star; according to Rose "not 
looking Jewish," freer to roam; (June 1944) forced in ghetto "having to leave everything...we 
laid down like herring"; loaded in cattle cars to Auschwitz "To this day, when I see trains, I get 
sick."; arrival to Auschwitz, seeing "crazy people" begging them to throw bread, belief they had 
arrived to an asylum; separated from family (heard brother killed day before liberation/father 
killed at Dachau-never confirmed); head shaved, Rose did not receive number, imprisoned 1 
month; at night, flames from crematory "so tall - the smell"; selection process; starvation 
"brought food bucket-everyone got 2-3 sips"; people giving up; Rose conveys pain recalling a 
mother being separated from daughter & running towards her, S.S. shooting mother; transfer 
to Stutthoff "selections all the time," ordered to lift skirt and walk to demonstrate her strength 
level; (Summer 1944) transfer to Riga, slave labor digging for railroad, "some killed" when trees 
fell during removal; transfer to Leipzig airplane factory "mostly Hungarians," breakfast "slice 
bread & coffee"-treatment better because "We didn't see crematory", medical attention 
given...sometimes coming home to bowl of soup in evening, "There would be nothing in it."; 
Russians enter Leipzig & Germans force march in cold-German woman threw sandwich to Rosa 
& ten girls jumped on Rosa; "plenty people" killed or died in march; (May 1945) American 
liberation but didn't provide much food - survivors obtain food from German houses; 
unhappiness in returning to Hungary; marriage to survivor (1947); Rosa's children's confusion 
not having grandparents as their friends; US immigration (Chicago); husband becomes butcher 
then opens small grocery store; Rose recalls beating in Stutthoff for staying in toilet 5 min too 
long & later, another whipping with belt buckle; Rosa's struggles with post-trauma, difficulties 
sharing experiences with family; Rosa introduces her family; daughter shares thoughts on being 
a child of two Holocaust survivors; son-in-law expresses admiration for Rosa & reveals Rosa 
"lost her husband at early age.";  
 
Part 2 Rosa shares childhood memories, reveals only 8th grade education because being Jewish 
was prevented from further study; deprivation during rise of anti-Semitisms; arrival to 
Auschwitz; recalls everyone stripped of gold, money; not recognizing sister after her head was 
shaved (sister survived Holocaust) 
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